The growing interest in ways of experiencing and coping with war in past societies has led researchers to examine the role of religion anew. The much-debated question to which degree religious enmities catalysed armed conflicts has made way for a set of less-explored issues: which of the manifold messages propagated in sermons and devotionals did laymen and -women adopt and adapt or reject? Did believers focus on comfort and protection or emphasise punishment and sin? All reference to calamities entailed accusations, yet how was guilt allocated on a parochial level? Were scapegoats identified and persecuted or did members of communities internalise the calls for repentance and blame themselves for their sins and sufferings?

This project takes on these thorny questions by studying the impact of the Thirty Years War on a local level. It centres on divine interventions perceived during war. The well-known judgements and miraculous salvations are examined with a focus on their roles in the religious lives of civilians who wrote during the war or looked back on it afterwards, based on their own experiences. By including the latter retrospectives in the study, it is possible to address, if not test, the reigning hypothesis in the field that concerns the long-term cultural effects of war. The year 1648 not
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only marks the end of the age of religious wars within Europe, some researchers have suggested. The “disruptive experience” of an exceptionally long-lasting conflict further challenged the traditional view of war as a God-sent trial and visitation. It thus led to a positive disillusionment, which freed contemporaries from atavist beliefs.

Erfurt in Central Germany is well suited for such a case study. The sizeable Lutheran town with a Catholic minority hosted a Swedish garrison from 1631 until 1650, with a break from September 1635 to December 1636. Twelve printing presses were based in the town, whose burghers also nurtured a tradition of chronicle-writing. This makes it possible to analyse the representations of the war in printed sermons and in the fifteen extant manuscript town chronicles. A comparison between these corpora not only indicates to which extent lay Lutheran chroniclers took on their preachers’ views on divine interventions. It also helps to demonstrate how the latter adapted sermons to fit their audiences’ attitudes and sensibilities.

The analytical section is organised in three thematic sections. Prodigies are first examined as communicative phenomena. The tension between the theological focus on the soteriological aim of temporal afflictions and the more ‘mundane’ interest in averting God-sent catastrophes is important throughout this section.

A second section looks closer at the lay impiety diagnosed by theologians and inspects their resulting efforts to increase collective repentance. Pre-existing programmes meant to tighten ecclesiastic discipline were adopted by a number of Lutheran rulers in the
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course of the war, especially following military defeats. The theological controversy about these moral reforms is first analysed on a local level, along with disputes about a related apocalyptic commentary. A second chapter then compares these theological diagnoses with the use of prayers in lay chronicles and the institutionalised penitent measures. This survey should provide a more balanced assessment of lay *praxis pietatis* and help to assess the responses to the call for repentance within a parochial culture of shame.

The third and final section examines lay adaptations of the religious figures of thought. A chapter on ‘how to make an example of soldiers’ explores how chroniclers and pastors construed the sudden violent death of a brutal soldier as divine judgement. Here, narration and selective cognition helped to uphold the belief in temporal divine justice. A final chapter surveys civil-military conflicts to establish whether the fear of the often invoked divine judgement had any moderating impact on the way soldiers’ behaved towards civilians.

The exchanges examined in this project took place between pastors and the lay chroniclers and were, on the whole, characterised by considerable agreement. Most chroniclers were, admittedly, reluctant to share in the emphasis on „afflicutive providences” found in homilies. Just like their English contemporaries, they were prone to take more vindictive notes of the soldiers’ evil deaths, thereby placing God on their side. The clergy’s call to internalise blame for personal sufferings certainly remained disputed amongst parishioners during the war. Also, the associated demand to visit the week-
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ly prayer hour and abstain from acts of vigilante justice met notable dissent.

Yet these existing tensions seem to have receded in post-war retrospectives. Funeral sermons all presented the past sufferings of individual believers as a nobilifying trial of faith rather than a punitive visitation of sins. Chronicles attest to a process of selection and amplification of the experiences that were consonant with the tenets. This helped to reinforce convictions that had been destabilised during or outright challenged by the war. The edifying meaning of prodigies like the famed comet from 1618 were thus fixed by retrospectives, whilst commemorative ceremonies after 1648 presented peace and the past war as events willed by God.

Strong convictions about divine interventions thus persisted in the face of a major „disruptive event“ due to selective cognition and ex-post rationalisation. Some parishioners certainly questioned the divine import of the sufferings experienced; a few even accused God of acting as a tyrant. Yet the respectable householders who wrote the town chronicles examined here kept a safe distance to these views; blasphemy records offer a more promising source to study such dissent. The very fact that the provocations were deemed blasphemous meant that they were marginalised and had only a limited societal effect in the long-term; atheism was still not a respectable alternative in the period examined here.

Pointing to the tenacity of strong convictions should by no means lead us to ignore the religious changes documented on an
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individual level. The Thirty Years War did also affect collective forms of Lutheran religiosity: whilst prayer days grew in frequency and took on new forms, pious pipedreams about the ‘reformation of manners’ began to have an impact on the lives led by parishioners; theological controversies, in turn, undermined radical apocalyptic policy-making. At the present state of research it remains difficult to assess the representativity of the findings from Erfurt. By generating new hypotheses, the present case study should help to indicate fruitful avenues for further research.